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NOTES 

 
Prepared by Ceylon Electricity Board for the Asian Development Bank (ADB). 

This corrective action plan is a document of the borrower. The views expressed herein do not 

necessarily represent those of ADB’s Board of Directors, Management, or staff, and may be 

preliminary in nature. 

In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any 

designation of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the 

Asian Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status 

of any territory or area. 
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A. Introduction to the Corrective Action Plan 

 
1. New Polpitiya and Kegalle Grid Substations are components of two subprojects under 
Package 2-lot A and Package 3-lot A of Clean Energy and Network Efficiency Improvement 
Project (Loan2892/2893) funded by ADB. This Corrective Action Plan (CAP) has been prepared 
and endorsed by Ceylon Electricity Board (CEB) for implementation to correct the safeguards 
noncompliance that occurred in two Grid Substations.  The noncompliance pertains to initiate 
constructions of the two GSs prior to make the compensation. The objective of the CAP is to bring 
implementation back in compliance with the agreed safeguard requirements of SPS, subproject 
RP, and to ensure that agreed safeguard requirements are fully followed/implemented before 
moving forward the construction work in the GSs. 

 
B. Safeguards Noncompliance and need for Implementation of a Corrective Action Plan: 

 
2. The project includes three components: (i) transmission infrastructure development in 
Northern province; (ii) network efficiency improvements in Eastern, North Central, Central and 
Western provinces; and (iii) pilot solar rooftop power generation. Ministry of Power, Energy & 
Business Development (MPE&BD) is the executing agency for the project. CEB is the 
implementing agency for the transmission infrastructure and network efficiency improvement 
components while SLSEA is the implementing agency for the pilot solar rooftop power generation 
component. The captioned noncompliance was found in the two sub project sites of component 
ii. These are construction of grid substations at New Polpitiya and Kegalle.  

 
3. While presenting progress to ADB’s Review Mission of February 2019, Mission noted 
the EA/IA has initiated constructions of the two GSs prior to compensating the owners of the lands. 
ADB informed CEB management that CEB has violated ADB’s SPS policy principle by causing 
economic displacement (and initiating construction) at these two sites prior to compensating the 
affected parties and instructed to prepare and implement a Corrective Action Plan (CAP) to bring 
the project back on safeguard compliance. In response, CEB is submitting a CAP for immediate 
implementation.  

 
 
C. Assessment of Damages and Cost of Compensation 

 
4. Accordingly, CEB prepared this CAP for the two sub projects. The land acquired for New 
Polpitiya GS (6.1189 ha) belongs to a single owner. This land is a part of a large uncultivated land. 
The land acquired to Kegalle GS (618.8 perches) belongs to 8 owners. This is a paddy land which 
as not cultivated in the recent past. The list of affected people is attached in annex 1. 

 
5. This CAP is endorsed by CEB for its implementation as part of RP. The project is at its 
closure stage. CEB has already deposited 25% of the valuation assessed by Department of 
Valuation in year 2015 with relevant DSs for making compensation payments to Aps and further, 
CEB confirms the availability of funds for the full compensation of above two land acquisitions.  

 
D. Implementation Milestones – Timed Actions Agreed 

 
6. In consultation with Secretary, MPE&BD the following implementation milestones have 
been agreed upon, and will be closely supervised by CEB to avoid any delay or slippage of 
activities that are linked to safeguards compliance since acquisition of land is totally under the 
control of Ministry of Lands & Parliamentary Reforms and relevant Divisional Secretaries. 
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a. Civil Work Suspension: Due to noncompliance with ADB policy requirements, ADB 

suspended the civil work at Package 2-Lot A: Construction of Kegalle grid substation,  

augmentation of Thulhiriya grid substation (PCSS No. O0001) and Package 3-Lot A: 

Construction of New Polpitiya grid substation, Padukka grid substation and augmentation of 

Pannipitya grid substation (PCSS No. O0005) until CEB  s hows  s a t i s f ac t o r y  p r og res s  

o n  compensation payments to 9 APs (of two GSs) in accordance with the applicable 

compensation provisions of the RP. 

 
b. Payment of Compensation to 9 APs of two Grid substations and Validation by 

External Monitoring Consultant: As first activity of this corrective action plan, payment 

of compensation to 9 APs of two GSs will be made by CEB, which will be reported to DGM (Tr. 

Projects) through internal monitoring report covering the noncompliant section. This internal 

monitoring report will be further reviewed, verified and validated by the external monitoring 

consultant, and the same will be provided to ADB for approval. The monitoring reports will be 

disclosed after approval by ADB. The dated millstones/actions in this regard are 

presented in table 1 below. 

 
 

c. Reasons for Delays in Compensation Payments: Acquisition of lands required for 

development projects of CEB are done by the Ministry of Lands & Parliamentary Reforms and 

relevant Divisional Secretaries. Preparation of all plans is done by the Government Survey 

Department. Estimation of compensation payments that shall be made to the land owners are 

done by the Government Valuation Department. The offices of concerned Ministry and 

Departments are constrained due to shortage of staff and excessive work load assigned to 

them. As a result the land acquiring process gets delay even though the acquisition 

process is closely follow up by the PMU staff of CEB.  

In the case of Polpitiya land the delay in making the compensation payment is due 

to accommodating the request of land owner by CEB, to change the boundaries of 

acquired land at the time when Divisional Secretary was to hold ownership inquiry 

for the acquired land. Similarly in Kegalle land, the main reason for delay from 2015 

to 2018 is share of ownership among identified land owners, but now land owners 

have agreed for amicable settlement among themselves.  

Nevertheless, in view of the need and importance to correct the noncompliance, the CEB 

has committed to pay the compensation payments to all APs of two GSs on or before 

30 June 2019. 
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Table 2: Safeguards Corrective Actions and Agreed Timeline 

 
#. Corrective Actions Agreed Responsibility Agreed dates 

New Polpitiya GS      

1 

Request for valuation by Divisional Secretary (AK) from the 
Valuation Department for the portion of land (5.7010 ha) 
where the acquisition process reached to Section 9 inquiries 
and ownership determination under section 10 (1). 

DS,CEB/MPE&
BD 

 
10 April 2019 

  

2 

Obtain the valuations for the portion of land where the 
acquisition process reached to Section 9 inquiries and 
ownership determination under section 10 (1), and issue 
section 17 award. 

DS,CV,CEB/ 
MPE&BD 

15 May 2019 

3 Disbursement of compensation to AP. DS,CEB 25 May 2019 

4 

Request to obtain the valuations by Divisional Secretary (AK) 
from the Valuation Department for the balance portion of land 
(0.4088 ha) which was missed from the 38 (a) gazette 
notification [issuance of section 2 order, survey, and 
valuation] 

DS, CEB/ 
MPE&BD 

 
30 June 2019 

5 

Obtain the valuations for the balance portion of land (0.4088 
ha) which was missed from the 38 (a) gazette notification 
[issuance of section 2 order, survey, and valuation], and 
issue section 17 award. 

DS,CV,CEB/ 
MPE&BD 

30 July 2019 

6 
Resolve the disagreements on the compensation through a 
committee approved by the Cabinet or by a similar 
mechanism 

CEB/MPE&BD 
10 August 
2019 

7 Disbursement of compensation to AP. DS,CEB 15 Aug 2019 

Kegalle GS      

1 
Completion of Section 9 inquiries and ownership 
determination under section 10 (1). 

DS, CEB/MPRE 31 March 2019 

2 
After obtaining the valuation, Issuance of section 17 award 
informing the valuation to the land owner and making the 
compensation to the land owner 

CEB, DS 20 June 2019 

3 
Resolve the disagreements on the compensation through a 
committee approved by the Cabinet or by a similar 
mechanism 

CEB/MPE&BD 22 June 2019 

4 Submission of Monitoring report to DGM ( Tr. Projects), CEB. PIU, CEB 23 June 2019 

5 Validate the report by external monitoring consultant. PIU, CEB 25 June 2019 

6 Submission of Monitoring report to ADB. ADB 27 Jun 19 

7 ADB verification and assure compliance. ADB 28 Jun 19 
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           Annex  
 
 
The List APs Affected by two Grid Substations 

# Name of the claimant Address Claimant land 

1 K.G.Thomas Jayasinghe "Himalee", 27 Ellakkala, 11116 New Polpitiya GS 
land 

2 K.R.L.Indumathi Kehelpannala Molagodawatta, Molagoda Kegalle GS land 

3 M.R.A.S.Annasigala Annasigala, Molagoda Kegalle GS land 

4 A.M.Wasantha Kumari 
Alahakoon 

"Mahinda Niwasa", Annasigala, 
Molagoda 

Kegalle GS land 

5 A.M.I.C.B.Alahakoon "Pushpavila" Molagoda Kegalle GS land 

6 A.M.W.K.K.Alahakoon Tennahena, Molagoda Kegalle GS land 

7 A.M.A.P.K.Alahakoon Walauwatta, Kumbaldiwela, 
Molagoda 

Kegalle GS land 

8 Mangala Dasanayake Gampathi Nowasa, 
Narandeniya, Dewalegama 

Kegalle GS land 

9 A.M.Mahinda Alahakoon Mahinda Niwasa, Kumbaldiwela, 
Molagoda 

Kegalle GS land 


